THE APOLOGY OF THE COMMONS, 1604.	5
an heiress under age, was unquestionable in point of law. But,
here again, the legal right flourished long after the feudal duties
that had once justified it had vanished. The court of wards had
already become an obnoxious anachronism and a source of
annoyance and expense to most landowners. Fathers, in making
their wills, had to face the difficulty of providing for the pur-
chase from the king, or his officers, of the wardships of their
children;1 and a faithful servant of the Crown, like Strafford,
hoped that he might be rewarded with the wardship of his own
son.2 Moreover an odious trafiic in the rights of wardship de-
veloped, often to the enrichment of greedy courtiers. In this
case the commons, recognizing that the system was legal, offered
to provide, in another way, a larger revenue than the king had
ever obtained from the court of wards, but, instead of thanks,
received one of the frequent scoldings that the king, *as a father
to his children', was wont to inflict upon them.3
The result was the Apology of the House of Commons, which
is a statement, couched in firm, dutiful language, of parliamen-
tary privileges and a defence of tine proceedings in the lower
house. It deserves the closest study, both because it reveals the
position the commons took up and maintained for the next
forty years—that their privileges were the general liberties of
England—and because it was an authoritative pronouncement
of the reforms or changes deemed necessary at the beginning of
the new reign. After the statement that their privileges had been
'more universally and dangerously impugned than ever (as we
suppose) since the beginnings of parliaments', the commons
point out that freedom of election had been attacked and free-
dom of speech prejudiced by reproofs. Therefore they must
protest, they say, because 'the prerogatives of princes may easily,
and daily grow [while] the privileges of the subject are for the
most part at an everlasting stand'. They declare that the liberties
of the commons of England consist chiefly in free election, free-
dom from arrest during parliamentary sessions, and freedom
of speech, and assert that these privileges are their right and
1 As an example, stie The Autobiography and Gwrtspimdence nfSir Sitntmtlt /J'/fa&f,
cci. J, O, Halliwell (10*45), ii, 153. One of the concessions ottered at an early stagtt
of the discussion about lh« great contract was: *Th« friends oiVvcry ward to have
the wardship at certain reasonable rates', (Parliamentary Debates in tffwt p. 16.)
For a striking example of financial exaction, see Salisbury MSSn xv, 276**
* The Earl of Strajfitrdis falters and Dispatches, ed. William KnowW (1740), i«
3 70 -,i, 421.	* Commons* Journal^ i« 330.,

